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WE MAKE IT SHARP!

NATO N/CAGE CODE: AG180

FKMD / Folding knives

Israeli Tracker Kapap
Design by Avi and Ishai Nardia
cod. FX-602
Blade Steel: N690Co stainless steel
Hardness: HRC 58-60
Blade Coating: black Idroglider
Handle: G10 black
Blade Length: 19 cm - 7.48"
Overall Length: 32 cm - 12.60"
Blade Thickness: 6 mm - 0.24"
Weight: 385 gr - 13.58 oz

Info
Avi Nardia (Major Res.)
Martial Arts Instructor
My swords school is the sword of giving life school and when I started to teach Combat, I noticed that many teach how
to kill with a knife and explain the knife in the wrong way. You can kill with a stone... the knife is the most
important tool for humans. We use it for our survival every day and with connecting to my personal history and way of
life and principles and with consulting with knife masters. Based on the origin of the knife, gotten from my father,
and with my experiences as Olympic fencing coach and knife fighting teacher as also Japanese swordsmanship I come
to design this knife which will be the base for a workshop we teach in KAPAP called “Only Knife” and the students
need take ONLY a knife and go into the woods all by themselves and survive. From building their own shelter, getting
their food, water, fire, and taking care for all their needs to survive. The idea is that with my g knife you save life and
survive. This is the main idea for this knife- to give life, not to take life.
Survival kit included with the sheath

Blade Coating: black Idroglider
Idroglider
Special non stick coating made of PTFE that ensures long life and rust resistance.

Blade Steel: N690Co stainless steel
Acciaio Carbonio Cromo Cobalto Azoto Manganese Molibdeno Nichel
Fosforo
Silicio Zolfo Tungsteno Vanadio
Steel Carbon Chromium Cobalt Nitrogen Manganese Molybdenu Nickel Phosphorous Silicon Sulfur
Tungs
Vanadium
N690CO 1.08
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